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	Candidates Name: Jaynnie Mulle
	Candidates Office: Area 5 Director
	District Number: 114
	Toastmasters member since: January 2019.
	Education: Two Masters Degrees - Project Management and Strategic Management.Finished my PHD coursework in Strategic Management (but still deciding whether I want to pursue this to the end).
	Toastmasters offices held and terms of service: Area Director, Area 5 - July 2020 to dateVPE at DiploSpeak -  January 2019 - June 30th, 2020 (I was the chartering VPE from Oct 2018-December 2018)Chartering VPE, Mtandao TMC - April 2020 - June 2020
	Toastmasters honors and recognition: I've fully completed one pathway.2nd Pathway: 1 speech remaining.Working also on my 3rd and 4th Pathways and my DTM project too.I'm a Club Mentor at Rongai TMC whose official announcement as a charted club should be coming any minute now.
	Relevant work experience and how it relates to Toastmasters and your role as a District officer: I've worked at USAID for 20 years.  We are a 'leader of leaders' Mission.  At any one time, I am leading a team on a project and I'm in a team being led by others - even by those more junior than myself.  The major emphasis at USAID is leading by serving; and this is what I would be doing as a District leader.I have the experience of being a vision bearer in the area of my expertise; and in motivating and inspiring teams to accomplish the team's objectives above the individual goals.As a member of the Strategic, Planning and Analysis Office, I have the experience of strategic thinking and planning - seeing the bigger picture and developing the Mission Vision. We oversee implementation of strategies and ensure that all Mission procedures are complaint with the Agency policies and standards. I have the experience of having the 'bird's view' on things.  We serve the technical offices who do the actual implementation.  As needed in a District leader, i have the experience of serving other teams; anticipating their needs and being proactive.I provide technical advise to the Mission's Front Office on all matters monitoring and evaluation.  I therefore have the experience of advising those above me based on what I see below. I have learnt to be bold, candid, yet sensitive while dealing with others.
	What experience do you have in strategic planning: In addition to the experience outlined above, I have the experience of strategically being proactive and planning for situations even before they arise.  I coach and mentor technical staff members to adaptively manage their programs through strategic monitoring and evaluation procedures.
	What experience do you have in the area of finance: I manage the Evaluation budget at work; which includes developing the evaluation budgets, identifying where the funds will come from and tracking those funds to ensure that they are used for what they were intended and that we don't run out of evaluation funds. I also do the cost estimates for individual evaluation contracts.As a Chairlady for a 14 member chama, I have to keep a close eye on the group's finances and financial transactions.
	What experience do you have in developing procedures: It's half of what we do at work :-).  Developing procedures, tools and systems; testing them, and then putting them to use.  I guide a core team of four on the same; then we share the outcomes with the whole Mission.
	What lessons did you learn from previous leadership positions: 1. The individual toastmaster is the most important person; and therefore I learnt to take care of this 'person'.2.  The club is the unit where this important toastmaster achieves their goals and acquires the skills they want to develop.  It is therefore very important to make clubs successful and of quality to meet their members' needs.3.  Time is of the essence, and therefore, in any leadership role, hit the ground running.4.  Cliche as it might sound, teamwork really does make the team work, and together, everyone accomplishes more.
	Why do you want to serve as a district officer: I've learnt so much as Area Director and grown in leaps and bounds as a person and leader.  I feel I have a lot to offer new Area Directors.  My feeling is I don't have enough time to put everything I've learnt into practice.  My way of making use of this and giving back (because I was 'given') would be to serve as a District Leader, Division Director, and support incoming Area Directors achieve their mandate.I also honestly and sincerely love to serve others and support others to achieve their goals in life.
	In your opinion what are the district missions major objectives and how would you work to achieve them: Two Main Objectives:1. Build new clubs: continue working my networks and looking for new opportunities to hold open houses and TM demos.2. Support existing clubs to achieve excellence: I would provide the ADs with the tools and systems they need to make their clubs successful.  I plan to be a mentor to more toastmasters; especially club officers.  I also plan to lead by example, whatever I do, e.g filling a role in a club meeting, I do so with excellence.   I have mastered the Distinguished Club Program and would be able to coach and mentor Area Directors on the same.
	Additional information about yourself: I am an analytical and logically thinker; an important trait in any team. I have a 'die hard' attitude and I don't quit until the job is done.People say I'm fun to be with :-).


